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Introduction

• Species tree shows the overall evolutionary 
history of species

• Gene trees show phylogeny specific to regions 
of genome (loci or gene)

• Due to ILS, gene trees can be discordant with
each other and the species tree

• ASTRAL is a summary method to infer species 
tree in the presence of ILS

Figure from: J. M. Lee et al., Genome Biology and Evolution, 
Volume 10, Issue 11, November 2018, Pages 2961–2972



Motivation

• Running time of ASTRAL-III grows quadratically with number of species (n) and number of 
gene trees (k)

• The emerging large data sets can push ASTRAL-III to its limit:
• With n = 48 bird species and k = 14,446 à Running time: ~32 hours

• With n = 48 and k = 30,000 à running time: ~5 days

• With n = 300 and k = 14,000, running time: ~50 days

• Goal: Improving the running time of ASTRAL-III on large data sets using CPU and GPU 
parallelization, CPU vectorization, and modifying the underlying algorithms



Background on ASTRAL

• Checking all ways of partitioning 𝒮 into A and 𝒮\A and   all ways of partitioning A
into C and D takes exponential time

• Constraining search space results in polynomial running time
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Background on ASTRAL
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1) Cluster partitioning: 
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1) Dynamic 
programming: Score 
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the most optimal 
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ASTRAL-III running time

multiple gene trees are represented only once and thus, the time to

traverse all nodes is reduced to O(D). However, the polytree is a

more complicated data-structure than the array and will take up

more memory.

2.2 ASTRAL-MP: overview
To motivate steps taken to parallelize ASTRAL, we first profile

ASTRAL-III. We divide the total running time of ASTRAL into

seven categories: (i) compute the similarity matrix between pairs of

species. (ii) Compute the greedy (i.e. extended majority) consensus

of input trees. (iii) Process plytomies of greedy consensus trees. (iv)

During dynamic programing, compute for every cluster A all ways

of partitioning it (i.e. building the set Y from X). (v) Weight triparti-

tions using Equation (2) (the theoretical bottleneck of the dynamic

programing). (vi) Once the tree is computed, compute branch sup-

port and branch length (Sayyari and Mirarab, 2016b). (vii) All other

smaller steps are simply categorized together.

Consistent with theoretical expectations, in ASTRAL-III, depend-

ing on the choice of the data, the bottleneck is computing weights,

taking 75–97% of the time (Fig. 1). However, the remaining part is

significant, and to avoid the curse of Amdahl’s law, we need to opti-

mize these other parts as well. For optimizing the cluster partitioning

step (iv), we developed a new randomized algorithm that improves

its speed and we also parallelize it using CPU multithreading. For the

dominant step, weight calculation, we parallelize it using CPU vec-

torization, CPU multithreading and GPU multithreading. Weight cal-

culation is the step that best avails itself to limited memory and

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) execution; thus, we paral-

lelize only the weight calculation in GPU. The remaining steps are all

parallelized in CPU, with varying levels of effectiveness. We start by

describing the new randomized algorithm for cluster partitioning

then describe our parallelization strategy.

2.3 Randomized cluster partitioning
2.3.1 Current method

The dynamic programing needs to implicitly build the set Y, which

is equivalent to finding all possible ways of partitioning a cluster

A 2 X to A0 2 X and A n A0 2 X. ASTRAL-III represent X as an

array of sets where each set contains all clusters of the same cardin-

ality, and each cluster is stored as a bitset. As the dynamic program-

ing recursions progress, for any cluster A, ASTRAL-III recursively

builds a subset of X with clusters contained in A:

X„A ¼ fB : B 2 X;B " Ag. As the cardinality of A reduces, so does

the size of the X„A. Once X„A is computed, to find all ways of parti-

tioning A, we need to consider only A0;A n A0 2 X„A; for

1 # i # jAj=2, for all pairs of clusters ðC;DÞ 2 X„A with jCj ¼ i

and jDj ¼ jAj& i, we test if the two clusters are disjoint; if they are,

they constitute a A0jA n A0 partition of A.

To summarize, for each cluster A, we need to compute the

intersections of all pairs of clusters that are subsets of A and have

cardinalities that add up to jAj. If for any cluster A0 2 X and

A0 " A, we had a quick way to test if A&A0 2 X, we could avoid

these costly pairwise computations. In ASTRAL-MP, we devise an

algorithm to achieve just that by using a randomized representa-

tion of sets as hashed tuples. We next describe the randomized al-

gorithm and why it has an astronomically low probability of

collisions. At the end of an ASTRAL run, we check for the colli-

sions, and in the unlikely event that one has occurred, we simply

rerun ASTRAL with new randomization (this has never happened

in our tests).

2.3.2 Cluster partitions using abelian groups

Let each cluster A " S be represented as a vector a of length n (num-

ber of species) of integers 0 and 1 where ai ¼ 1 if and only if cluster

A contains the i-th taxon. For a pair of clusters B and C represented

as vector b and c, BjC is a partition of A if and only if bþ c ¼ a.

Defining an abelian group Z ¼ ðZn;þÞ with elements being vectors

of integers of length n and with group operation þ as vector add-

ition operation. Let G be a finite abelian group with group oper-

ation þ. In choosing G, we need to be careful to keep the

probability of collisions small; more specifically, we need G to sat-

isfy two conditions: log jGj ¼ Oðlog jXjÞ and !jHj ( jXj3 for a small

! where H ¼ f2gjg 2 Gg. To achieve these, we let G be the direct

(Cartesian) product of p cyclic groups of size 264 with an appropri-

ate choice of p (discussed later). Also, let g1; . . . ; gn be elements uni-

formly and independently chosen from G (with replacement).

Finally, we define the function / : Z! G as /ðaÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1
aigi where ai

is an integer. It can be easily checked that / is a homomorphism

from Z to G. For clusters A, B, and C in X represented by

a; b; c 2 f0;1gn, if BjC is a partitioning of A, then c ¼ a& b and by

homomorphism of /, it follows that /ðcÞ ¼ /ðaÞ & /ðbÞ. Thus, BjC
is a partitioning of A only if /ðcÞ ¼ /ðaÞ & /ðbÞ.

To find all partitions of A, we can go through all B 2 X and

check if ð/ðaÞ & /ðbÞÞ 2 f/ðxÞ : x 2 Xg. If so, we declare BjA& B

to be a valid partition of A that is fully present in X. This procedure

is guaranteed to find all valid partitions of A. However, it can, in

principle, also find invalid partitions of A; as we will show, the

probability of such events can be made arbitrarily low with appro-

priate definitions of G (here, a large enough p, as we will see).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Profiling ASTRAL running time. The running time of ASTRAL is pro-

filed and divided into several steps (described in the text) shown both as per-

cent of total time (a, b) and the actual running time (c, d). We profile SV-1000

(a, c) and avian (b, d) datasets which have high n and k, respectively (see

Table 1). The first bar shows ASTRAL-III, followed by ASTRAL-MP given one

CPU core, and then ASTRAL-MP with 2–24 cores. Weight calculation is the

dominant step with no parallelization both for ASTRAL-III and ASTRAL-MP.

For the avian dataset, even with 24 cores, weight calculation remains domin-

ant. On the SV dataset, after parallelization, the computation of the Greedy

Consensus, which is the only step that we have not effectively parallelized,

takes the majority of the time. With >6 cores, processing polytomies and

cluster partitioning steps take an increased portion of the time, indicating that

their parallelization is not as effective as weight calculations
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n = 1000 ; k = 1000 n = 48 ; k = 14, 446

• Tripartition Weighting takes 75 – 97% of the running time

Will Come Back to This 
Part Latter

Will Come Back to This 
Part Latter



Improve running time

• Cluster Partitioning 

• Tripartition Weighting

• Remaining steps  

• New randomized algorithm

• Parallelize using CPU multithreading

• CPU vectorization
• CPU multithreading
• GPU multithreading

Parallelize in CPU; e.g. independent calculations on gene trees go to 
multiple threads, each gene tree goes to a separate thread 
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Cluster partitioning by abelian groups

• Question: for 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 ∈ 𝑋′,  is 𝐵|𝐶 a partitioning of A?
• Define function 𝜙 such that: 𝐵|𝐶 is a partitioning of A if 𝜙 𝐶 = 𝜙 𝐴 − 𝜙 𝐵

New partitioning algorithm in ASTRAL-MP:
1. Store 𝜙 for ∀𝐶 ∈ 𝑋′ in a hash table 

• ASTRAL-MP makes sure that probability of collision in hash table is extremely low

2. For ∀𝐴, 𝐵 ∈ 𝑋′ check if 𝜙 𝐴 − 𝜙 𝐵 exists in the hash table
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Improve Tripartition Weighting

• Weight of different tripartitions are independent à they can be 

weighted separately and in parallel

• A new architecture that:

• Still follows the same dynamic programming recursion

• Discovery of new tripartitions that need to be weighted occurs 

simultaneously with weight calculation



Data sets

Scoring branches. Once the final tree is computed, we need to

compute localPP (Sayyari and Mirarab, 2016b) and branch length

for all branches. Luckily, localPP and branch length both can be

computed independently for all branches, allowing a trivial

parallelization.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental setup
We compare the running time of ASTRAL-III (version 5.5.4) to

ASTRAL-MP (version 5.12.4) run with a varying number of CPU

cores and GPUs. Our results are expressed in terms of speedup com-

pared to the runtime of ASTRAL-III, but we also show speedup ver-

sus ASTRAL-MP with one core in the supplement. On each

replicate of each model condition of each dataset, we run ASTRAL-

MP only once. However, for datasets that have many replicates, we

report average speedups over all replicates. We also profile

ASTRAL-MP and compare its quartet score to ASTRAL-III.

In testing the efficiency of ASTRAL-MP, we use several simu-

lated and real datasets (Table 1). The datasets range in the number

of species (n) between 48 and 1000 and have between 1000 and

14 446 gene trees (k). The datasets also have varying levels of gene

tree discordance (controlled by the number of generations among

other factors) though the amount of discordance for real data is not

known. The SV dataset is used because it has four values of n going

all the way to n ¼ 1000 and the avian data are chosen because it has

a large number of gene trees. Also, on the avian data, we run

ASTRAL on fully resolved gene trees (denoted full) or gene trees

that have branches with support below a threshold (0–75%)

contracted.

In all the results reported, we use the San Diego Supercomputer

Center’s CPU and GPU nodes. The CPUs are Intel Xeon E5, which

have 24 cores clocked at 2.5 GHz with 1.866 PFlops/s and 128 GB

DRAM with memory bandwidth of 120 GB/s and 256-wide AVX2.

The GPUs are Nvidia K80, which consists of two Tesla GK210

GPUs, each with 2496 processor cores (560 MHz) and 12 GB of

memory. The GPU nodes have similar Intel CPUs with 24 cores, but

a reduced 0.208 PFlop/s.

3.2 Quartet score
ASTRAL-MP is heavily re-engineered compared to ASTRAL-III.

Also, the current ASTRAL-MP code is not deterministic because

building set X involves random choices that can change based on

thread execution orders. Changes, however, are expected to be

small. To ensure integrity of results of ASTRAL-MP, we compared

its quartet score to ASTRAL-III. On our data, the two versions

agreed in 90% of runs. In remaining cases, the score improved or

decreased by very small margins (Supplementary Table S1).

3.3 Profiling parallelization
We profiled ASTRAL-MP with up to 24 cores (Fig. 1) on the SV

dataset with n ¼ 1000;k ¼ 1000 and avian dataset with

n ¼ 48;k ¼ 14 446. Comparing ASTRAL-MP given one CPU core

with ASTRAL-III, we observe that ASTRAL-MP is overall 3.32 and

4.41 times faster respectively for SV (high-n) and avian (high-k)

datasets. While in ASTRAL-III weight calculation is always the ob-

vious bottleneck, in ASTRAL-MP, due to the use of the AVX2 vec-

torization, the time spent on weight calculation dramatically

decreases. In particular, on the SV dataset, weight calculation goes

from 97% of the total time in ASTRAL-III to 67% in ASTRAL-MP.

Due to the randomized cluster partitioning algorithm, the total time

spent in this step also reduces in ASTRAL-MP even though it takes

an increased share of the time. As we provide ASTRAL-MP with

more cores, the most successfully parallelized section, weight calcu-

lation, quickly shrinks in the proportion of the total running time it

takes (down to 16% for SV and 67% for avian given 24 cores). On

the SV dataset, the computation of greedy consensus trees grows to

take up to 39% of the total, followed by additions to X and cluster

partitioning, each of which takes around 15%. On the avian dataset,

the only step that grows dramatically in its share of running time is

cluster resolution (which enjoys limited parallelism).

3.4 Speedups
3.4.1 CPU parallelization

Compared to ASTRAL-III, the new ASTRAL-MP is faster even

when a single CPU core and no GPUs are used. On the SV dataset,

the speedup was on average around 3.25" irrespective of n. On the

avian dataset, ASTRAL-MP was 4" faster when gene trees were

fully resolved but introducing polytomies reduced the speedup to 2"
(for 75% contraction). These speedups are mostly attributable to

reductions in weighting time due to AVX2 vectorization and in clus-

ter partitioning (Fig. 1).

The running time of ASTRAL-MP scales well with increasing

numbers of CPU cores without a GPU but scaling depends on the

dataset (Fig. 3). On the SV datasets, we find a speed increase of up

to 23 times (compared to ASTRAL-III) with 24 threads. The larger

datasets with 200 species or more benefit from parallelism more

than the smallest dataset (n ¼ 100). This observation is consistent

with the idea that large datasets provide increased parallelism. For

100 taxa, no visible benefit is gained from using more than 12 cores.

In contrast, with 1000 species, we continue to see speedups up to 24

cores, albeit at a slower rate beyond 16 cores. On the avian datasets,

we see a near-perfect increase in speed with increased numbers of

cores, even for up to 24 cores (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S2).

Moreover, the speedups remain near-perfect even with multifurcat-

ing gene trees where low support branches are contracted (0–75%).

When we subsample genes to k ¼ 103, the scaling deteriorates; on

this lower-k dataset, we see little gains beyond eight cores. We come

back to this observation in the discussions.

Table 1. Datasets used to study ASTRAL-MP

Name Original publication # Species (n) # Genes (k) Type # Generations Contraction threshold # Reps.

SV Mirarab and Warnow (2015) 100, 200, 500, 1000 1000 Simulated 2" 106 Fully resolved 10

Avian Mirarab et al. (2014a) 48 14 446, 1000 Real Unknown (order: 107) Full, 0, 33, 50, 75% 1, 10

Insects Sayyari et al. (2017) 144 1478 Real Unknown Fully resolved 1

Note: For SV, some outlier replicates have fewer than 1000 genes because poorly resolved gene trees are removed. For avian, the full dataset is subsampled ran-

domly to create 10 inputs with 1000 gene trees.
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Run ASTRAL only on fully resolved gene trees (denoted full) or 
gene trees that have branches with support below a threshold 
(0–75%) contracted.



Results: Agreement with ASTRAL-IIIi
i

“output” — 2019/3/10 — 22:15 — page 12 — #12 i
i

i
i

i
i

12 Yin et al.

24 core no GPU 24 core 4 GPU
ASTRAL topology: % cases identical 88.9 91.1

minimum �4.57 · 10�4 �2.07 · 10�4

Increase in the quartet score mean �9.99 · 10�6 �8.58 · 10�6

(ASTRAL-MP � ASTRAL-III) median 0 0
maximum 2.70 · 10�4 �2.66 · 10�4

Table S1. Verification of output of ASTRAL-MP against the output of ASTRAL-III. In ⇡ 90% of cases, the two versions produce identical results. In the
remaining cases, the quartet score is sometimes increased or decreased by a small margin due to stochastic nature of the composition of set X. We show the
difference in quartet score, calculated by subtracting the normalized score of ASTRAL-III from the normalized score of ASTRAL-MP. The results include both the
SV datasets and the avian datasets (only full datasets, without subsampling).

ASTRAL-III ASTRAL-MP 1 core ASTRAL-MP same number of cores
datasets 1 6 24 1 6 24 1 6 24

SV, 100 4.70 6.73 6.68 1.79 2.68 2.64 1.79 1.04 0.880
SV, 200 7.38 14.5 17.6 2.16 4.27 5.18 2.16 1.21 0.935
SV, 500 6.98 15.7 20.9 2.15 4.86 6.48 2.15 1.01 0.956
SV, 1000 6.97 15.5 20.9 2.13 4.65 6.25 2.13 1.25 0.927
Avian, 0 42.2 77.5 116 10.4 19.0 28.4 10.4 3.25 1.35
Avian, 20 42.5 56.9 100 14.6 19.5 34.3 14.6 3.26 1.48
Avian, 33 35.9 49.3 89.8 13.8 19.0 34.6 13.8 3.16 1.49
Avian, 50 28.9 41.1 78.0 11.8 16.8 32.0 11.8 2.85 1.41
Avian, 75 20.0 30.8 60.6 9.03 13.9 27.3 9.02 2.34 1.26
Avian, full 50.3 83.7 113 11.4 19.0 25.7 11.4 3.29 1.24

Table S2. Full scaling results. Runtimes of ASTRAL-MP with 1 CPU core + 1 GPU, 6 CPU cores + 1 GPU, and 24 CPU cores + 1 GPU in comparison with
ASTRAL-III, ASTRAL-MP with 1 CPU core no GPU, and ASTRAL-MP with the same number of cores no GPU on various datasets.



Results: CPU parallelization

3.4.2 GPU parallelization

We next test ASTRAL-MP using GPUs on our datasets with the larg-

est n and k. On the avian dataset with large k, a single GPU with

one CPU core results in more than 11! speedups compared to

ASTRAL-MP without GPU and a single CPU core (Table 2). On the

SV dataset with n ¼1000 species, GPU improves the running time,

but less substantially; here, using a GPU and a single CPU core

decreases the running time by 2!.

We also test the combination of multiple CPU cores and GPUs.

Using six CPU cores in addition to a single GPU is 122% faster than

one CPU core and a single GPU on the SV dataset. Further increas-

ing the number of CPU cores to 24 continues to improve the running

time. On SV data, we observe 20.9! speedup compared to

ASTRAL-III with 24 cores and a GPU (Table 2). On the avian data-

set, adding CPU cores to GPUs reduces running time. For example,

going from one core to six improves the speedups by 66% on this

dataset. Overall, on avian, with 24 cores and a single GPU, we ob-

tain 113! improvement compared to ASTRAL-III.

When we allow ASTRAL to use all four GPUs on each node, we

see only minimal increases in the speed (Table 2) in the SV dataset

with 1000 species. However, there is about a 1.4! increase in speed

going from one to four GPUs for the avian dataset. These results are

consistent with the observation that after GPU parallelization,

weight calculation is no longer the bottleneck on the SV datasets.

Since GPUs only parallelize weight calculation, by Amdahl’s law,

adding GPUs does not help. As shown in Table 2, ASTRAL-MP

with GPU parallelization does come close to limits of speedup that

can be achieved according to the Amdahl’s law. On the avian data-

set, the weight calculation takes a larger fraction of the time, thus

adding more GPUs is effective in increasing the speed.

Finally, to see how GPU speedups vary across datasets, we ana-

lyze a large number of datasets, with varying n and gene tree reso-

lution. Across all the datasets, the speedups with respect to

ASTRAL-III obtained with a single GPU and 24 CPU cores range be-

tween 7! and 116! (Supplementary Table S2), but in all but one

dataset, the speedup is at least 18!. Thus, while the exact speedup

depends on the dataset, having a GPU and several CPU cores speeds

ASTRAL up by one to two orders of magnitude.

Beyond scaling, ASTRAL-MP substantially reduced the running

time compared to ASTRAL-III. On the largest SV dataset with 1000

species, the running time of ASTRAL-III is 2–10 h. However, on the

same dataset and using 24 CPU cores, ASTRAL-MP analyzed the

dataset in 10 min to 1.5 h. Using 24 cores and a GPU, we never

needed more than 1 h for this large dataset (n ¼ k ¼ 1000).

3.5 Limits of scalability
On our two main datasets, ASTRAL-MP with 24 cores and one or

more GPUs ran in under half an hour in every case. To further test

the limits of scalability of ASTRAL-MP, we also tested two add-

itional datasets with even higher n and k than our main datasets.

To test limits of n, we used an existing simulated dataset (20 rep-

licates) with 104 species and 1000 gene trees, build using a similar

procedure to SV1000 dataset (Zhang et al., 2018). We used

ASTRAL-MP with a single GPU and 24 cores to analyze this data-

set. Of the 20 replicates, 19 of them finished within 48 h that we

allotted them. The running times ranged between 5 and 32 h with a

mean running time of 11.2 h.

To test limits of k, we used an insect transcriptomic dataset

(Misof et al., 2014; Sayyari et al., 2017) with 144 taxa and 1478

genes, each with 100 bootstrapped gene trees (thus, a total

k ¼ 1478! 100 ¼ 147800). One may want to run ASTRAL on the

collection of bootstrapped gene trees; see prior work on pros and

cons of this approach (Mirarab et al., 2014b, 2016). For this data-

set, we estimate that ASTRAL-III would need # 180 days of running

time. In contrast, ASTRAL-MP with four GPUs and 24 cores was

able to analyze all 147 800 gene trees in 35 h. Interestingly, the

resulting tree differed from the tree on 1478 best ML gene trees pre-

viously reported (Sayyari et al., 2017) in only nine branches, of

which eight had low localPP support in the original tree (<0.85).

The results on both of these test cases demonstrate that analyses

that were not possible before are now possible with ASTRAL-MP.

Both also took close to two days of running time, and thus, give us

ballpark estimates of the limits of ASTRAL-MP.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Speedup of ASTRAL-MP with CPU parallelization with respect to

ASTRAL-III. Dots show the average speedups over all replicates. (a) The SV

dataset with 100–1000 species. ASTRAL-III took on average 1.5, 7, 40 min and

4 h, respectively for 100, 200, 500 and 1000 species (10 replicates each). (b)

The avian dataset with various levels of contraction. ASTRAL-III took on aver-

age 22.5, 34, 40, 17.5, 7 and 2.5 h, with contraction levels respectively set to

full, 0, 20, 33, 50 and 75% (one replicate each). The ‘1K subsample’ corre-

sponds to datasets (10 replicates) with random samples of 103 gene trees

with no contraction. See Supplementary Figure S2 for speedups compared to

ASTRAL-MP-1 core
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3.4.2 GPU parallelization

We next test ASTRAL-MP using GPUs on our datasets with the larg-

est n and k. On the avian dataset with large k, a single GPU with

one CPU core results in more than 11! speedups compared to

ASTRAL-MP without GPU and a single CPU core (Table 2). On the

SV dataset with n ¼1000 species, GPU improves the running time,

but less substantially; here, using a GPU and a single CPU core

decreases the running time by 2!.

We also test the combination of multiple CPU cores and GPUs.

Using six CPU cores in addition to a single GPU is 122% faster than

one CPU core and a single GPU on the SV dataset. Further increas-

ing the number of CPU cores to 24 continues to improve the running

time. On SV data, we observe 20.9! speedup compared to

ASTRAL-III with 24 cores and a GPU (Table 2). On the avian data-

set, adding CPU cores to GPUs reduces running time. For example,

going from one core to six improves the speedups by 66% on this

dataset. Overall, on avian, with 24 cores and a single GPU, we ob-

tain 113! improvement compared to ASTRAL-III.

When we allow ASTRAL to use all four GPUs on each node, we

see only minimal increases in the speed (Table 2) in the SV dataset

with 1000 species. However, there is about a 1.4! increase in speed

going from one to four GPUs for the avian dataset. These results are

consistent with the observation that after GPU parallelization,

weight calculation is no longer the bottleneck on the SV datasets.

Since GPUs only parallelize weight calculation, by Amdahl’s law,

adding GPUs does not help. As shown in Table 2, ASTRAL-MP

with GPU parallelization does come close to limits of speedup that

can be achieved according to the Amdahl’s law. On the avian data-

set, the weight calculation takes a larger fraction of the time, thus

adding more GPUs is effective in increasing the speed.

Finally, to see how GPU speedups vary across datasets, we ana-

lyze a large number of datasets, with varying n and gene tree reso-

lution. Across all the datasets, the speedups with respect to

ASTRAL-III obtained with a single GPU and 24 CPU cores range be-

tween 7! and 116! (Supplementary Table S2), but in all but one

dataset, the speedup is at least 18!. Thus, while the exact speedup

depends on the dataset, having a GPU and several CPU cores speeds

ASTRAL up by one to two orders of magnitude.

Beyond scaling, ASTRAL-MP substantially reduced the running

time compared to ASTRAL-III. On the largest SV dataset with 1000

species, the running time of ASTRAL-III is 2–10 h. However, on the

same dataset and using 24 CPU cores, ASTRAL-MP analyzed the

dataset in 10 min to 1.5 h. Using 24 cores and a GPU, we never

needed more than 1 h for this large dataset (n ¼ k ¼ 1000).

3.5 Limits of scalability
On our two main datasets, ASTRAL-MP with 24 cores and one or

more GPUs ran in under half an hour in every case. To further test

the limits of scalability of ASTRAL-MP, we also tested two add-

itional datasets with even higher n and k than our main datasets.

To test limits of n, we used an existing simulated dataset (20 rep-

licates) with 104 species and 1000 gene trees, build using a similar

procedure to SV1000 dataset (Zhang et al., 2018). We used

ASTRAL-MP with a single GPU and 24 cores to analyze this data-

set. Of the 20 replicates, 19 of them finished within 48 h that we

allotted them. The running times ranged between 5 and 32 h with a

mean running time of 11.2 h.

To test limits of k, we used an insect transcriptomic dataset

(Misof et al., 2014; Sayyari et al., 2017) with 144 taxa and 1478

genes, each with 100 bootstrapped gene trees (thus, a total

k ¼ 1478! 100 ¼ 147800). One may want to run ASTRAL on the

collection of bootstrapped gene trees; see prior work on pros and

cons of this approach (Mirarab et al., 2014b, 2016). For this data-

set, we estimate that ASTRAL-III would need # 180 days of running

time. In contrast, ASTRAL-MP with four GPUs and 24 cores was

able to analyze all 147 800 gene trees in 35 h. Interestingly, the

resulting tree differed from the tree on 1478 best ML gene trees pre-

viously reported (Sayyari et al., 2017) in only nine branches, of

which eight had low localPP support in the original tree (<0.85).

The results on both of these test cases demonstrate that analyses

that were not possible before are now possible with ASTRAL-MP.

Both also took close to two days of running time, and thus, give us

ballpark estimates of the limits of ASTRAL-MP.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Speedup of ASTRAL-MP with CPU parallelization with respect to

ASTRAL-III. Dots show the average speedups over all replicates. (a) The SV

dataset with 100–1000 species. ASTRAL-III took on average 1.5, 7, 40 min and

4 h, respectively for 100, 200, 500 and 1000 species (10 replicates each). (b)

The avian dataset with various levels of contraction. ASTRAL-III took on aver-

age 22.5, 34, 40, 17.5, 7 and 2.5 h, with contraction levels respectively set to

full, 0, 20, 33, 50 and 75% (one replicate each). The ‘1K subsample’ corre-

sponds to datasets (10 replicates) with random samples of 103 gene trees

with no contraction. See Supplementary Figure S2 for speedups compared to

ASTRAL-MP-1 core
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SV data; k = 1000 Avian data; k = 14, 446, 1000 (dotted black)

• With 1 core ASTRAL-MP is ~3 times faster
• CPU parallelization increases speed up to ~23 times
• Larger data sets benefit from parallelization more
• Parallelization benefit saturates beyond some 

number of cores

• With 1 core ASTRAL-MP is ~4 times faster
• Near-perfect increase in speed, even when gene 

trees with contracted branches are present
• Data sets with less contractions benefit more from 

parallelization
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multiple gene trees are represented only once and thus, the time to

traverse all nodes is reduced to O(D). However, the polytree is a

more complicated data-structure than the array and will take up

more memory.

2.2 ASTRAL-MP: overview
To motivate steps taken to parallelize ASTRAL, we first profile

ASTRAL-III. We divide the total running time of ASTRAL into

seven categories: (i) compute the similarity matrix between pairs of

species. (ii) Compute the greedy (i.e. extended majority) consensus

of input trees. (iii) Process plytomies of greedy consensus trees. (iv)

During dynamic programing, compute for every cluster A all ways

of partitioning it (i.e. building the set Y from X). (v) Weight triparti-

tions using Equation (2) (the theoretical bottleneck of the dynamic

programing). (vi) Once the tree is computed, compute branch sup-

port and branch length (Sayyari and Mirarab, 2016b). (vii) All other

smaller steps are simply categorized together.

Consistent with theoretical expectations, in ASTRAL-III, depend-

ing on the choice of the data, the bottleneck is computing weights,

taking 75–97% of the time (Fig. 1). However, the remaining part is

significant, and to avoid the curse of Amdahl’s law, we need to opti-

mize these other parts as well. For optimizing the cluster partitioning

step (iv), we developed a new randomized algorithm that improves

its speed and we also parallelize it using CPU multithreading. For the

dominant step, weight calculation, we parallelize it using CPU vec-

torization, CPU multithreading and GPU multithreading. Weight cal-

culation is the step that best avails itself to limited memory and

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) execution; thus, we paral-

lelize only the weight calculation in GPU. The remaining steps are all

parallelized in CPU, with varying levels of effectiveness. We start by

describing the new randomized algorithm for cluster partitioning

then describe our parallelization strategy.

2.3 Randomized cluster partitioning
2.3.1 Current method

The dynamic programing needs to implicitly build the set Y, which

is equivalent to finding all possible ways of partitioning a cluster

A 2 X to A0 2 X and A n A0 2 X. ASTRAL-III represent X as an

array of sets where each set contains all clusters of the same cardin-

ality, and each cluster is stored as a bitset. As the dynamic program-

ing recursions progress, for any cluster A, ASTRAL-III recursively

builds a subset of X with clusters contained in A:

X„A ¼ fB : B 2 X;B " Ag. As the cardinality of A reduces, so does

the size of the X„A. Once X„A is computed, to find all ways of parti-

tioning A, we need to consider only A0;A n A0 2 X„A; for

1 # i # jAj=2, for all pairs of clusters ðC;DÞ 2 X„A with jCj ¼ i

and jDj ¼ jAj& i, we test if the two clusters are disjoint; if they are,

they constitute a A0jA n A0 partition of A.

To summarize, for each cluster A, we need to compute the

intersections of all pairs of clusters that are subsets of A and have

cardinalities that add up to jAj. If for any cluster A0 2 X and

A0 " A, we had a quick way to test if A&A0 2 X, we could avoid

these costly pairwise computations. In ASTRAL-MP, we devise an

algorithm to achieve just that by using a randomized representa-

tion of sets as hashed tuples. We next describe the randomized al-

gorithm and why it has an astronomically low probability of

collisions. At the end of an ASTRAL run, we check for the colli-

sions, and in the unlikely event that one has occurred, we simply

rerun ASTRAL with new randomization (this has never happened

in our tests).

2.3.2 Cluster partitions using abelian groups

Let each cluster A " S be represented as a vector a of length n (num-

ber of species) of integers 0 and 1 where ai ¼ 1 if and only if cluster

A contains the i-th taxon. For a pair of clusters B and C represented

as vector b and c, BjC is a partition of A if and only if bþ c ¼ a.

Defining an abelian group Z ¼ ðZn;þÞ with elements being vectors

of integers of length n and with group operation þ as vector add-

ition operation. Let G be a finite abelian group with group oper-

ation þ. In choosing G, we need to be careful to keep the

probability of collisions small; more specifically, we need G to sat-

isfy two conditions: log jGj ¼ Oðlog jXjÞ and !jHj ( jXj3 for a small

! where H ¼ f2gjg 2 Gg. To achieve these, we let G be the direct

(Cartesian) product of p cyclic groups of size 264 with an appropri-

ate choice of p (discussed later). Also, let g1; . . . ; gn be elements uni-

formly and independently chosen from G (with replacement).

Finally, we define the function / : Z! G as /ðaÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1
aigi where ai

is an integer. It can be easily checked that / is a homomorphism

from Z to G. For clusters A, B, and C in X represented by

a; b; c 2 f0;1gn, if BjC is a partitioning of A, then c ¼ a& b and by

homomorphism of /, it follows that /ðcÞ ¼ /ðaÞ & /ðbÞ. Thus, BjC
is a partitioning of A only if /ðcÞ ¼ /ðaÞ & /ðbÞ.

To find all partitions of A, we can go through all B 2 X and

check if ð/ðaÞ & /ðbÞÞ 2 f/ðxÞ : x 2 Xg. If so, we declare BjA& B

to be a valid partition of A that is fully present in X. This procedure

is guaranteed to find all valid partitions of A. However, it can, in

principle, also find invalid partitions of A; as we will show, the

probability of such events can be made arbitrarily low with appro-

priate definitions of G (here, a large enough p, as we will see).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Profiling ASTRAL running time. The running time of ASTRAL is pro-

filed and divided into several steps (described in the text) shown both as per-

cent of total time (a, b) and the actual running time (c, d). We profile SV-1000

(a, c) and avian (b, d) datasets which have high n and k, respectively (see

Table 1). The first bar shows ASTRAL-III, followed by ASTRAL-MP given one

CPU core, and then ASTRAL-MP with 2–24 cores. Weight calculation is the

dominant step with no parallelization both for ASTRAL-III and ASTRAL-MP.

For the avian dataset, even with 24 cores, weight calculation remains domin-

ant. On the SV dataset, after parallelization, the computation of the Greedy

Consensus, which is the only step that we have not effectively parallelized,

takes the majority of the time. With >6 cores, processing polytomies and

cluster partitioning steps take an increased portion of the time, indicating that

their parallelization is not as effective as weight calculations
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multiple gene trees are represented only once and thus, the time to

traverse all nodes is reduced to O(D). However, the polytree is a

more complicated data-structure than the array and will take up

more memory.

2.2 ASTRAL-MP: overview
To motivate steps taken to parallelize ASTRAL, we first profile

ASTRAL-III. We divide the total running time of ASTRAL into

seven categories: (i) compute the similarity matrix between pairs of

species. (ii) Compute the greedy (i.e. extended majority) consensus

of input trees. (iii) Process plytomies of greedy consensus trees. (iv)

During dynamic programing, compute for every cluster A all ways

of partitioning it (i.e. building the set Y from X). (v) Weight triparti-

tions using Equation (2) (the theoretical bottleneck of the dynamic

programing). (vi) Once the tree is computed, compute branch sup-

port and branch length (Sayyari and Mirarab, 2016b). (vii) All other

smaller steps are simply categorized together.

Consistent with theoretical expectations, in ASTRAL-III, depend-

ing on the choice of the data, the bottleneck is computing weights,

taking 75–97% of the time (Fig. 1). However, the remaining part is

significant, and to avoid the curse of Amdahl’s law, we need to opti-

mize these other parts as well. For optimizing the cluster partitioning

step (iv), we developed a new randomized algorithm that improves

its speed and we also parallelize it using CPU multithreading. For the

dominant step, weight calculation, we parallelize it using CPU vec-

torization, CPU multithreading and GPU multithreading. Weight cal-

culation is the step that best avails itself to limited memory and

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) execution; thus, we paral-

lelize only the weight calculation in GPU. The remaining steps are all

parallelized in CPU, with varying levels of effectiveness. We start by

describing the new randomized algorithm for cluster partitioning

then describe our parallelization strategy.

2.3 Randomized cluster partitioning
2.3.1 Current method

The dynamic programing needs to implicitly build the set Y, which

is equivalent to finding all possible ways of partitioning a cluster

A 2 X to A0 2 X and A n A0 2 X. ASTRAL-III represent X as an

array of sets where each set contains all clusters of the same cardin-

ality, and each cluster is stored as a bitset. As the dynamic program-

ing recursions progress, for any cluster A, ASTRAL-III recursively

builds a subset of X with clusters contained in A:

X„A ¼ fB : B 2 X;B " Ag. As the cardinality of A reduces, so does

the size of the X„A. Once X„A is computed, to find all ways of parti-

tioning A, we need to consider only A0;A n A0 2 X„A; for

1 # i # jAj=2, for all pairs of clusters ðC;DÞ 2 X„A with jCj ¼ i

and jDj ¼ jAj& i, we test if the two clusters are disjoint; if they are,

they constitute a A0jA n A0 partition of A.

To summarize, for each cluster A, we need to compute the

intersections of all pairs of clusters that are subsets of A and have

cardinalities that add up to jAj. If for any cluster A0 2 X and

A0 " A, we had a quick way to test if A&A0 2 X, we could avoid

these costly pairwise computations. In ASTRAL-MP, we devise an

algorithm to achieve just that by using a randomized representa-

tion of sets as hashed tuples. We next describe the randomized al-

gorithm and why it has an astronomically low probability of

collisions. At the end of an ASTRAL run, we check for the colli-

sions, and in the unlikely event that one has occurred, we simply

rerun ASTRAL with new randomization (this has never happened

in our tests).

2.3.2 Cluster partitions using abelian groups

Let each cluster A " S be represented as a vector a of length n (num-

ber of species) of integers 0 and 1 where ai ¼ 1 if and only if cluster

A contains the i-th taxon. For a pair of clusters B and C represented

as vector b and c, BjC is a partition of A if and only if bþ c ¼ a.

Defining an abelian group Z ¼ ðZn;þÞ with elements being vectors

of integers of length n and with group operation þ as vector add-

ition operation. Let G be a finite abelian group with group oper-

ation þ. In choosing G, we need to be careful to keep the

probability of collisions small; more specifically, we need G to sat-

isfy two conditions: log jGj ¼ Oðlog jXjÞ and !jHj ( jXj3 for a small

! where H ¼ f2gjg 2 Gg. To achieve these, we let G be the direct

(Cartesian) product of p cyclic groups of size 264 with an appropri-

ate choice of p (discussed later). Also, let g1; . . . ; gn be elements uni-

formly and independently chosen from G (with replacement).

Finally, we define the function / : Z! G as /ðaÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1
aigi where ai

is an integer. It can be easily checked that / is a homomorphism

from Z to G. For clusters A, B, and C in X represented by

a; b; c 2 f0;1gn, if BjC is a partitioning of A, then c ¼ a& b and by

homomorphism of /, it follows that /ðcÞ ¼ /ðaÞ & /ðbÞ. Thus, BjC
is a partitioning of A only if /ðcÞ ¼ /ðaÞ & /ðbÞ.

To find all partitions of A, we can go through all B 2 X and

check if ð/ðaÞ & /ðbÞÞ 2 f/ðxÞ : x 2 Xg. If so, we declare BjA& B

to be a valid partition of A that is fully present in X. This procedure

is guaranteed to find all valid partitions of A. However, it can, in

principle, also find invalid partitions of A; as we will show, the

probability of such events can be made arbitrarily low with appro-

priate definitions of G (here, a large enough p, as we will see).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Profiling ASTRAL running time. The running time of ASTRAL is pro-

filed and divided into several steps (described in the text) shown both as per-

cent of total time (a, b) and the actual running time (c, d). We profile SV-1000

(a, c) and avian (b, d) datasets which have high n and k, respectively (see

Table 1). The first bar shows ASTRAL-III, followed by ASTRAL-MP given one

CPU core, and then ASTRAL-MP with 2–24 cores. Weight calculation is the

dominant step with no parallelization both for ASTRAL-III and ASTRAL-MP.

For the avian dataset, even with 24 cores, weight calculation remains domin-

ant. On the SV dataset, after parallelization, the computation of the Greedy

Consensus, which is the only step that we have not effectively parallelized,

takes the majority of the time. With >6 cores, processing polytomies and

cluster partitioning steps take an increased portion of the time, indicating that

their parallelization is not as effective as weight calculations
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Weight calculation goes from: 
• SV data (large n): 80% to 67% (1 core) and 16% (24 cores) of the total time
• Avian data (large k): 97% to 67% (24 cores)
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4 Discussion

ASTRAL-MP had perfect speedups up to 24 cores on datasets with a

large number of gene trees. With GPUs, speedups ranged between

7! and 158! depending on the dataset and the number of CPU

cores paired with GPU. Using several cores in addition to the GPU

was very helpful as GPU parallelization targets only the weight cal-

culation kernel, which is the majority of the running time without

any parallelization but not after GPU parallelization. Using several

GPUs on datasets with a low number of gene trees, however, does

not confer additional benefits in our tests.

The scaling of ASTRAL-MP varied across datasets. The avian

dataset, which has fewer species than the SV datasets, had a better

speedup. But recall that the avian dataset has >14 times as many

genes as SV. As our profiling results indicate (Fig. 1), the paralleliza-

tion is the most efficient for the weight calculation step and less so

for other steps. The reason is that the parallelization of weight calcu-

lation is synchronization-free (except for the final ordering of

results) and is parallelized both for CPU and GPU (in addition to

AVX2). In contrast, computing the similarity matrix, set X, or the

cluster partitioning has less parallelism and more opportunities for

conflict, and also these steps are parallelized only for CPU. Thus,

these steps do not scale as well in our parallelization (Fig. 1). The

most damaging step is the greedy consensus computation, which is

not parallelized in our current implementation. However, Aberer

et al. (2010) have developed methods for building the greedy con-

sensus in parallel, and similar methods can be incorporated in future

versions of ASTRAL-MP.

We expect the best speedups when the weight calculation step is

dominant. The total weight calculation time scales as Oðk2:75Þ in the

worst case and roughly with k2 empirically (e.g. for typical datasets)

as shown by Zhang et al. (2018). Steps other than weight calcula-

tion, in contrast, scale as Oðk1:75Þ in the worst case and close to

O(k) in practice. Thus, other things equal, increasing k leads to

weight calculation becoming more dominant. In contrast, as n

increases, the total weight calculation time scales with Oðn2:75Þ in

the worst case and by roughly Oðn2Þ empirically. However, other

steps, too, scale as Oðn2Þ. Thus, the relative time of weight calcula-

tion slowly increases as n increases. To summarize, weigh calcula-

tions become more dominant as k and n increase, but this happens a

lot faster with k. Thus, in general, we expect to see the best scaling

of ASTRAL-MP with datasets that have large k. We observed this

precise pattern on the avian dataset where reducing k deteriorated

scaling.

A main limitation is that the GPU kernel only implements the

weight calculation step. The other steps are not implemented in

OpenCL mostly because of their relatively complex code and high

memory bandwidth. Nevertheless, some of these other steps could

perhaps be parallelized in future for GPU. For example, the compu-

tation of all possible cluster partitions may be doable in GPU. The

challenge will be in doing so in a fashion that is compatible with

SIMD parallelism and with minimal GPU–CPU communication.

Moreover, the smaller steps that we have parallelized for CPU could

perhaps be parallelized with more efficiency. For example, using

blocking in the computation of the similarity matrix can reduce

cache misses. Finally, better algorithms (perhaps using randomiza-

tion) for computing greedy consensus trees could be developed.

We note that we were able to test ASTRAL-MP on K80 NVIDIA

GPU nodes but no other GPU architectures. Whether similar pat-

terns of scaling will be observed with other GPU machines will need

further tests. Also, our OpenCL code can be used with devices other

than GPUs, such as the Intel MIC architecture, which we have not

tested here.

5 Conclusion

We improved the scalability ASTRAL, a method for reconstructing

species trees from gene trees, using parallelization, randomization

and vectorization. ASTRAL-MP is able to speed up computations

for 100 times given a GPU and 24 cores. ASTRAL-MP was able to

handle datasets with 10 000 species and 1000 gene trees within

48 h. Thus, ASTRAL-MP can analyze datasets that previous ver-

sions could not.
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Table 2. Speedup of ASTRAL-MP with GPU compared to ASTRAL-III and ASTRAL-MP run with one or the same number of CPU cores and
no GPU

Over ASTRAL-III Over ASTRAL-MP with

1 core no GPU

Over ASTRAL-MP with the same

number of cores no GPU

1&1 6&1 24&1 24&4 1&1 6&1 24&1 24&4 1&1 6&1 24&1 24&4

SV, 1000 species 7.0 15.5 20.9 21.7 2.1 4.7 6.3 6.5 2.1 (2.3) 1.3 (1.6) 0.93 (1.2) 0.97 (1.2)

Avian, fully resolved 50.3 83.7 113 158 11.4 19.0 25.7 35.9 11.4 (14.8) 3.29 (7.6) 1.2 (3.07) 1.7 (3.07)

Note: x&y in the header denotes running with x cores and y GPUs. Maximum possible speedup according to Amdahl’s law is given parenthetically.
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Speedup of ASTRAL-MP with GPU compared to ASTRAL-III and ASTRAL-MP with no GPU

CPU + GPU multithreading can 
make ASTRAL faster up to 158 
times on Avian (large k) data set.

Using GPU increase ASTRAL speed on
Avian data (large k), but not necessarily 
on SV data (large n)



Results: Limits of scalability

Test limits of n
• A simulated data with n = 10000, and k = 1000
• 24 cores, 1 GPU
• Analyzed in 11.2 hours (on average)

• Test Limits of k
• An Insect data with n = 144, and 1478 gene each with 100 bootstrapped samples 

resulting in k = 147800 
• 24 cores, 4 GPUs
• Analyzed in 35 hours



Final remarks & Connection to course project
• New architecture maintains the accuracy of ASTRAL up to 90%, but makes it faster up to 

~3 time, even without parallelization 
• Data sets with large k

• Weight calculation is the bottleneck
• Offer great parallelism
• ASTRAL-MP shows near-perfect speed-up up to 24 cores

• (I think) Having many gene trees implies:
• Having many bipartitions
• So a large set X
• So many tripartition to weight
• A more optimal set X can be beneficial (Addressed by my course project)

• ASTRAL-MP shows an amazing speedup by parallelizing weight calculations (a technical 
solution)

• My course project aims to make ASTRAL faster by reducing the number of tripartitions to 
be weighted (a conceptual solution)


